
FUMC ESL 10-28-2019  High Intermediate Lesson  Talking About Money

Practice pronouncing the P and B sounds.

Students: Read the sentence. Choose the correct word in parenthesis. Explain the underlined 
idioms.

1. This condo is really nice and the (ask for / asking) price is not bad, but the monthly homeowner 
(fares / fees) are quite high. It might put this unit beyond my reach. Considering the total monthly 
cost, I don't think we can't (afford / allow) it. 

2. Jim made his (treasure / fortune) selling real estate. He was not born wealthy. HIs story is one of rags 
to riches. 

3. I bought this jacket yesterday. It was an (expensive /  rich ) jacket, but was (priced / charged) to sell. 
The price was ( shortened / reduced) because it was almost summer. 

4. The old couple were ( retired / tired) and had only their ( wage / pension ) to live on. 
5. In her position, she (gains / earns) more than her husband. His ( wages / debt ) are barely enough to 

pay the mortgage. 
6. Their combined (income / hire) allows them to ( borrow / lend ) money for a bigger house.  
7. Here's a hundred dollar (notice/ bill). Keep the change.   
8. Tickets for the World Series were selling at a ( market / premium) because this might be the last 

game. I was able to get twice face (value / buck) when I sold them. 
9. The toys I made weren't selling well. I decided to cut my losses andI reduce the ( market / price) to 

get rid of them. After all that work, I was only able to break even. 
10. I was able to buy my first house for a song because it was in a bad neighborhood. But now this is an 

up and coming neighborhood and prices are going through the roof. I expect to clean up when I sell 
it. 

11. The company cut me a check for my travel expenses, so I'm feeling flush. Let me foot the bill for the 
drinks. 

12. The going rate for Disney World tickets these days is over one hundred dollars per day. That is really 
expensive, but my kid's loved it so it was worth every (money / penny). If you go to the expense of 
taking your family on an expensive vacation, you want them to enjoy it. 

Discuss: 
1. Is the amount of money you make directly related to your happiness? 
2. What proportion of income should a person save? 
3. Are actors and football players paid too much money? 
4. In your country, what are the most lucrative jobs? (jobs that pay the most) 

pay - bay pie - buy pat - bat  pit - bit boss - paws bride - pride burr - purr

cub - cup base - pace beer - pier bear - pear pub - pup bleed - 
plead

beak - peek

apple - 
babble

simple - 
symbol

bump - 
bomb

superb 
supper

cherub - 
chirp

mop - mob up above



5. In this country, skilled craftsmen such as electricians or carpenters can make more money than 
many people with college degrees. Is that true in your country? 

6. Who controls the finances in your family? 
7. If a good friend asked you for a $5,000 loan, would you give it to him?  If not, how would you tell him 

no? 
8. Some people have the Midas touch. No matter what business they try, they make money at it. Does 

this describe you or anyone you know? 
9. Do you think people have too much credit card debt these days? 
10. Austin hotels jack up the price of hotel rooms when Formula 1 is in town. Is this legal? Is it fair? Does 

this happen in your country? 
11. Explain this sentence:  My sister opened a small coffee shop, but it is losing money hand over fist. 

Have you ever opened a business that lost money?  You can also make money hand over fist. Have 
you had that experience? 

12. My parents used to tell us, "Money doesn't grow on trees." What did they mean?  Did your parents 
ever tell you this?  Did your parents regularly give you money for things, or were you expected to 
earn your spending money? What is "spending money"?  What might a teenager use "spending 
money" for? 

13. If you are at the horse races and you "put your money on a horse", you make a bet that it will win. You 
then say, "My money is on the black horse."  If your horse wins, you "cash in". If you gamble all the 
money you have saved, you gamble away your "nest egg".   Do you enjoy gambling? Have you ever 
gambled in Las Vegas? Have you ever bet on horses?  Do you disapprove of gambling? 

14. If a restaurant manager tells you your meal is "on the house", what does he mean? Have you ever 
been told something was "on the house"? 


